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ABSTRACT
Clinical observations have long suggested that cancer progression is accompanied by extracellular matrix
remodeling and concomitant increases in mechanical stiffness. Due to the strong association of mechanics and tumor
progression, there has been considerable interest in incorporating methodologies to diagnose cancer through the use of
mechanical stiffness imaging biomarkers, resulting in commercially available US and MR elastography products.
Extension of this approach towards monitoring longitudinal changes in mechanical properties along a course of cancer
therapy may provide means for assessing early response to therapy; therefore a systematic study of the elasticity
biomarker in characterizing cancer for therapeutic monitoring is needed. The elastography method we employ, modality
independent elastography (MIE), can be described as a model-based inverse image-analysis method that reconstructs
elasticity images using two acquired image volumes in a pre/post state of compression. In this work, we present
preliminary data towards validation and reproducibility assessment of our elasticity biomarker in a pre-clinical model of
breast cancer. The goal of this study is to determine the accuracy and reproducibility of MIE and therefore the magnitude
of changes required to determine statistical differences during therapy. Our preliminary results suggest that the MIE
method can accurately and robustly assess mechanical properties in a pre-clinical system and provide considerable
enthusiasm for the extension of this technique towards monitoring therapy-induced changes to breast cancer tissue
architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We have previously introduced a novel elastographic imaging approach capable of transcending murine-tohuman length scales while retaining similar loading environments [1]. The method, modality independent elastography
(MIE), can be described as a highly translatable model-based inverse image-analysis method that reconstructs elasticity
images using two acquired image volumes in a pre/post state of compression. The MIE method represents a novel
innovative elastography technique which is automated, simple, amenable to clinical workflow, and able to be
implemented consistently across length scales from murine to human. The underlying hypothesis of this work is that
elastographic imaging can accurately and reliably monitor therapy-induced changes to breast cancer tissue architecture
and as a result become an important therapeutic design tool and prognosticator.
Well-known empirical evidence supports distinct links between the disruption of the normal structural
architecture and load-bearing nature of tissue and uncontrolled growth in cancer [2-6]. Elucidation of the
mechanobiological basis supporting the association between tumor growth and mechanics continues, with mechanical
behavior of the extracellular matrix having been shown to affect growth, differentiation, and motility [7-11]. A strong
correlation exists between tissue stiffness and cancer aggressiveness. For example, it has been conclusively
demonstrated that accumulation of mechanical stress through increased substrate matrix stiffness inhibits the growth and
motility of cancer cells. This response occurs in an aggressiveness dependant manner, with more aggressive cancer cells
invading extracellular matrix more effectively than their less aggressive counterparts [12-14]. Processes associated with
invadopodia formation, cell contractility, and focal adhesions have been linked to this aggressive behavior, which is
affected by the mechanical nature of the extracellular matrix [15, 16].
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The emerging elastographic imaging method that we employ shows potential to accurately and reliably monitor
tumor progression and therapy-induced changes to breast cancer tissue architecture in both the pre-clinical and clinical
settings, and as a result could possibly become an important therapeutic design tool and indicator of response to therapy.
Therefore, reliable assessments of the errors associated with this method are critical. In this work, we present
preliminary data towards a systematic study of the modality independent elastography (MIE) biomarker towards
characterizing cancer mechanical properties for therapeutic monitoring. The goal of this study is to determine the
accuracy and reproducibility of MIE and therefore the magnitude of changes required to declare statistical differences
during therapy. Preliminary results suggest that the MIE method can accurately and robustly assess mechanical
properties in a pre-clinical cancer system and provides considerable enthusiasm for the extension of this technique
towards monitoring therapy-induced changes to breast cancer tissue architecture and modulation of the tumor
progression/extracellular matrix mechanobiology axis.

2. METHODS
2.1 MIE approach
The MIE method is an automated image analysis technique that analyzes two anatomical image volumes under
differing states of application of mechanical compression. A demons non-rigid registration framework [17] is used to
register the post-compression image volume to the pre-compression image volume. Boundary conditions used to drive
the biomechanical finite element model during MIE reconstruction are then automatically extracted from the non-rigid
registration deformation field. Biomechanical computer models under a Hookean linear elastic assumption are then used
to iteratively compress the pre-compression image volume until it matches the acquired post-compression image volume,
using an image volume zone-based image correlation coefficient metric. Mechanical property distributions are iteratively
reconstructed through the use of a conjugate gradient method with a Polak-Ribière update [18] and an adjoint-based
gradient evaluation [19]. Following reconstruction, the output metric is a spatial distribution of mechanical properties.
Further details regarding the MIE computational methodology can be found in previous work by our group [20, 21].
Here, MIE is used in a complementary role to traditional magnetic resonance imaging, therefore a priori MR
signal intensity information from the T2 weighted anatomical MR image volume is used to group tissues of interest for
property reconstruction. A k-means clustering algorithm with the application of a Markov random field spatial constraint
is used to classify separate tissues of interest based on MR signal intensity information. As the Markov random field
models the spatial interactions within the image volume, this imposes spatial continuity to the clustering step and
produces more robust results than traditional k-means clustering alone. Following tissue classification, regions for
subsequent mechanical property reconstruction are identified through geometrical sub-clustering of the identified tissue
classes, where the number and size of geometrical sub-clusters (regions) defines the reconstruction resolution. Figure 1
shows the output of the individual processing steps for a murine MIE dataset, from anatomical MR images to
reconstructed elasticity ratios.
Similar to the work by McGarry et al. [22], here, prior information is used as a ‘soft’ constraint, with a
weighted penalty function applied to the calculated gradient, which is used to drive iterative updates to the spatial
elasticity during reconstruction, that enforces similar mechanical properties in regions belonging to similar tissue classes.
This constraint acts to penalize large deviations within a tissue type via identified spatial priors. This soft prior constraint
is enforced using Eqs. 1 and 2:
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[2]

t soft prior penalized gradieent, g is the caalculated gradieent, β is the em
mpirically seleccted strength off the soft
Where gs is the
prior weightting constraint, and is defined in the rangge of [0,1] wiith 0 is no priior constraint and 1 is a haard prior
constraint. L is an n × n maatrix, where n is
i the number of
o reconstructioon regions.
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Figure 1. Proccessing steps forr a murine MIE dataset.
d
Uncomppressed (A) and compressed
c
(B) anatomical MR image volumes are
acquired. Spattially constrained
d k-means clusteering with Markoov random fieldss is used to classsify tissues of intterest (C) for a priori
p
constraints. Reegions for propeerty reconstructioon are defined byy geometrical suub-clustering (D)). A finite elemeent model is builtt and the
MIE elasticityy reconstruction (E)
( is iterativelyy computed.
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2.2 Gel phaantom data
Prelliminary evaluation of the acccuracy of the MIE imaging method was performed
p
usinng a poly-vinyll alcohol
cyrogel (PVA
AC) phantom with two diffe
ferent material properties, as determined by
b the number of freeze-thaw
w cycles
(FTC) the material
m
underw
went. The phanntom was creatted using a layyered constructtion with two gadolinium-do
g
ped stiff
layers (two FTC's)
F
on thee top and bottoom of one sofft layer (one FTC).
F
Phantom
ms were createed with a diam
meter of
approximatelly 22 mm and height of apprroximately 13 mm. T2 weighhted MR image volumes werre acquired beefore and
after the appplication of co
ompression by a 5cc balloonn catheter conttrolled by a syyringe driver placed
p
within the MR
imaging coil. MRI was perrformed using a Varian 7.0T
T scanner (Varrian, Palo Alto, CA) with a 38-mm
3
quadraature coil
and were acqquired using a fast spin echoo sequence. Seemi-automatic image segmenntation was ussed to identify the two
material typees in the uncom
mpressed imagge volume andd the MIE metthod was used to estimate ellastic property contrast
between eachh material as described
d
abovve. Separate saamples of bothh the inclusionn and backgroound gel materrial were
subjected to material testin
ng using an Ennduratec Electrroforce 3100 mechanical
m
testter (Bose, Enduuratec Systemss Group,
Minnetonka, MN) for indep
pendent evaluaation of the reconstructed stifffness ratio.
2.3 Murine data
A murine
m
xenograaft pre-clinical model of triplle-negative breeast cancer wass used where 4 to 6 week oldd female
athymic nude mice (Harlan
n, Indianapoliss, IN) were injjected subcutaaneously in thee right flank with
w approximaately 107
MDA-MB-231 cells in a 30%
3
Matrigel suspension.
s
Tuumors were alllowed to grow for 8-10 weekks. MRI anatom
mical T2
weighted imaage volumes were
w
acquired using
u
a Variann 7.0T scanner (Varian, Palo Alto, CA) witth a 38-mm quuadrature
coil. Anatom
mical images were
w
acquired before
b
and afterr compression using a fast sppin echo sequeence. Compresssion was
applied by a 5cc balloon catheter
c
controolled by a syrinnge driver thatt was placed within
w
the MR
R imaging coil in close
proximity to the tumor. Asssessment of reeproducibility was
w performedd using a test/rre-test approachh, where anim
mals were
removed betw
ween scans an
nd allowed to recover
r
in order to simulate the normal repositioning off an animal thaat occurs
during a longgitudinal treatm
ment study. All animal procedures were appproved by thhe Vanderbilt University
U
Insttitutional
Animal Caree and Use Com
mmittee.

3. RESULTS
MIE
E validation was
w performed in PVAC phaantoms represeenting a stiff innclusion layer encapsulated between
soft layers. Structural MR
R image volum
mes acquired before (Figurre 2A) and affter (Figure 2B)
2
the appliccation of
compression were used to
o estimate relaative elastic prroperty contraast between eaach material (F
Figure 2C). The
T MIE
method is shhown to reconsstruct an estimated elastic prooperty contrastt ratio betweenn the stiff and soft material layers
l
of
26.8 to 1, whereas
w
indepen
ndent mechaniical testing revveals a ratio of
o 27.4 to 1. Using
U
mechaniccal testing as the gold
standard, thiss represents ~2
2.5% error in the
t accuracy of
o the MIE meeasurement forr this investigaation. It is impoortant to
note that the MIE method provides
p
a full three-dimensioonal reconstrucction of the rellative elastic prroperties in thee sample
of interest. Here,
H
we show two-dimension
t
nal central-slicee images to reppresent the entiire sample.

C

F

Figure 2. Pre (A) and post (B) compression MR
M data and resppective MIE recconstruction elasstic property conntrast map (C) foor the two
property PVAC phantom valid
dation experimennt.
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ducibility assesssment of the MIE
M elasticity biomarker
b
wass performed byy analyzing meechanical
Testt/re-test reprod
properties off murine tumors from two diffferent sets of scans
s
performeed on the same animal at the same
s
day, sepaarated by
a short recovvery period. Du
uring this recovvery period, annimals were rem
moved and alloowed to recoveer prior to repeaating the
scan. This siimulates the normal repositiooning of an annimal that wouuld occur durinng a longitudiinal treatment study to
assess responnse to therapy. Figure 3 show
ws uncompresseed images (Figgure 3A, B) andd correspondinng MIE reconsttructions
(Figure 3C, D)
D from similaar slices for eaach scan in the test/re-test repproducibility dataset
d
from onne animal. To facilitate
f
side-by-side comparisons of
o MIE reconstruction resullts from indiviidual test/re-teest assessmentss of the same subject,
adjacent musscle tissue was used as an inteernal referencee property and the reconstructted elastic propperty contrast map
m was
scaled to uniity for the iden
ntified reference material. Tuumor peripherry-to-muscle ellastic propertyy ratio in each analysis
was approxim
mately 1.89 to 1 and 1.84 to 1,
1 representingg 2.7% test/re-teest reproducibiility error in thhis assessment.
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Figure 3. Testt/re-test repeatab
bility assessmentt of the MIE metthod from two assessments (A-C
C) and (D-F) of the
t same mouse,, showing
reproducibilityy of the MIE measurement.
m
U
Uncompressed
M data (A,D),, compressed MR
MR
M data (B,E) and correspondding MIE
reconstructionns (C,F).

4. CO
ONCLUSIO
ONS
MIE
E has been und
der investigatiion for severall years [20, 211, 23-26], how
wever a system
matic study of the
t error
associated with
w the method
dology has yett to be undertaaken. Recent breakthroughs
b
t
towards
autom
mation, translattion, and
consistent appplication in th
he pre-clinical cancer
c
setting [1] have fundaamentally imprroved its possible use as an elasticity
e
biomarker. Inn this work, wee demonstrate an initial realizzation towardss a systematic study
s
of the MIIE elasticity biiomarker
in characterizing mechaniccal properties of
o cancer for therapeutic
t
moonitoring. The MIE method is shown to report
r
an
elasticity bioomarker that is
i highly accuurate and reproducible in a pre-clinical model
m
of breaast cancer. Thiis initial
assessment of
o accuracy an
nd reproducibillity of MIE prrovides consideerable excitem
ment for future work towardss design,
monitoring, and
a prediction
n of outcomes for
f therapeuticc agents in the modulation of the tumor prrogression/extraacellular
matrix mechhanics axis. While
W
preliminnary, assessment of the accuuracy and reprroducibility off MIE are shoown, and
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provides guidance on the magnitude of changes required to declare significant statistical differences in tissue elasticity
assessed by MIE during therapy. Future work will involve a robust statistical analysis of the repeatability index through
analysis of more quantitative reproducibility assessment data.
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